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1. INTRODUCTION 
Water and wastewater facilities are often the largest and most energy-intensive loads owned and 

operated by local governments, representing up to 35% of municipal energy use (NRDC, 2009). In this 

sense, international recommendations (EC, 2012; USEPA, 2014b) have been elaborated to encourage 

the implementation of more sustainable, flexible and efficient drainage systems. SuDS benefits can 

reduce energy consumption in cities by (USEPA, 2014a): 

 Reducing use of potable water, hence, energy consumed by acquisition -frequently by 

pumping- and treatment of drinking water, even higher where desalination is used and/or 

water imported. 

 Reducing stormwater inflow into sewer systems, hence, energy consumed by treatment of 

wastewater and pumping of surface and foul water. 

 Reducing local temperatures and shading building surfaces, hence lessen the cooling and 

heating demand for buildings, reducing energy needs and decreasing emissions from power 

plants. 

This Strategic Action Plan has been elaborated to improve energy efficiency in the urban water cycle 

including buildings over the following years by promoting the use of innovative storm water solutions 

such as Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) in the municipality of Cetinje. In this document, 

different actions and strategies are described to meet this objective, following the city vision to 

achieve a more sustainable urban water management.  

This Strategic Action Plan has been developed within the E²STORMED project (www.e2stormed.eu): 

Improvement of energy efficiency in the water cycle by the use of innovative stormwater 

management in smart Mediterranean city. This project is funded by the MED Programme of the 

European Union.  

The central theme of this project - saving energy through better control of stormwater - may seem a 

strange idea for some people. Many Mediterranean countries are not rich in energy, nor water, so 

combining stormwater and energy efficient practices should not be thought of as strange, just a 

different way of thinking. This is known a Paradigm Shift, a different way of thinking and working.  

In order to encourage this change, the E²STORMED project partners have developed the E²STORMED 

Transition Framework, which is summarized in the following figure. Transition Management provides 

an opportunity for engaging multiple stakeholders and bringing together diverse perspectives on a 

‘wicked’ problem, potential solutions, and enabling new ways of working to emerge.  

http://www.e2stormed.eu/
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E
2
STORMED Transition Management Wheel. 

This Strategic Action Plan is the fifth step of this Transition Management Wheel and it is the main 

tool to achieve the long-term vision developed within this framework. This transition process is 

explained in detail in the E²STORMED Transition Manual of Cetinje.  

The present document has been elaborated with the participation of the Cetinje Regional Working 

Groups on Energy Efficiency created within this transition process. This group allows the participation 

of the main regional actors related to energy, water and urban development, public as well as 

private, which enables to plan joined actions with other entities and to identify new opportunities. 
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2. URBAN WATER MANAGEMENT IN CETINJE  

MUNICIPALITY AND WATER CYCLE DESCRIPTION 

 General description: Population, urban area, location map... 

Municipality of Cetinje encompasses area of 910 

km2, or 6,6% of the total area of Montenegro 

(13.812km2). The town itself occupies area of 

approximately 7km2. According to the census 

from 2011, in the municipality of Cetinje live 

16.757 inhabitants, while in the town itself there 

are 13.991 inhabitants.  

Placed in the karst field (Cetinje field), with 

average height above sea level of 671 m, it is 15 

km far from Skadar Lake and 12 km of airline far 

from Adriatic Sea.  

 

 Climate; Cetinje has middling continental climate, with dry and warm summers, temperature 

of approximately 20ºC, and mild and wet winters with temperature of approximately 2,1ºC. 

Average temperature on the yearly basis is about 11ºC, with yearly amplitude of 20,1ºC. 

Cetinje is well known by plentiful precipitations during spring and autumn, and it is one of 

the rainiest towns in Europe. 4000 mm/year, in average (maximum was 428.3mm/day). Even 

beside enormous precipitations, Cetinje field and its surrounding do not have water flows on 

the surface and it has rare water sources. This is the consequence of karst configuration and 

geologic structure. 

 Natural characteristics; Cetinje field was formed in the east karst-continental foothill of the 

mountain Lovćen, from all sides, defoliated limestone slopes close view. Extremely karst field 

conditioned forming a couple of caves. Their channels length, number of rooms and halls and 

cave decorations make them very attractive.  
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 Water related issues and challenges 

The water supply system takes water from three natural springs; “Obzovica“, “Uganjska vrela“ and 

the main one “Podgorska vrela“, which is placed at an altitude of 172 m above sea level. Its capacity 

range from 170 l/s during summer time to 200 l/s in winter. 12 m3/s can flow out in extreme events. 

The capacity of three sources together range from 180l/s in summer up to 300l/s in winter. There are 

66 km of pipelines; 20km of supply pipeline and 46 Km of distribution network.  

The efficiency of the system is really poor, because water intake at source goes up to 5,3 mill of 

m3/year while volume delivered to consumers is only 0,81 mill of  m3/year. That means an efficiency 

of 15% or estimated losses of 85%. In addition, due to the level gap between the main source and the 

city, energy cost in pumping is huge, around 60.000€/month or 0,72 mill.€/year.  

Flood problems. From 

time to time, severe 

floods happens, since 

all storm water runoff 

from the hills around 

Cetinje flows to it. At 

the picture, we can 

see the flood in 

January 1986 at 

Gruda Donje Polje, 

the lowest part of the 

city.  

Sewage and treatment system. Cetinje has a combined system, based on underground pipelines. It 

also has some separated open channels for runoff waters, and some underground storm pipelines, 

but they still have illegal wastewaters connections. It is estimated that only 30% of buildings are 

properly connected to the sewer system.  

The city does not have yet a Waste Water Treatment Plant (WWTP). The current outflow of the 

combined system is a couple of holes in the karstic massif (the "ponor" and the entrance to 

unfinished tunnel "belvedere") where waters are delivered without any kind of treatment. The 

"ponor" it is nowadays almost clogged. Therefore, an urgent sanitary problem needs to solve as soon 

as possible.  

CHALLENGES. Improve water supply efficiency, both in water volume as in energy consumption. 

Improve sewer network and construct a WWTP. Improve flood protection during extreme events. 

Former studies had tried to provide separate solutions to each problem or challenge. A new 

integrated approach is needed.  

E2Sotrmed is conceived to propose solutions at a small urban scale; several blocks of a neighborhood 

or a district as a maximum. In the case of Cetinje, due to its lack of basic infrastructures it is 

necessary to add a "special pilot case" about the whole city, to catch the minimum level that makes 

feasible the sustainable drainage solutions at small scale.  
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An interactive Map of Cetinje for E2Stormed has been developed, and it is highly recommended to 

open it while reading this report. It is at the following web site; 

http://visores.sigogestion.com/cetinje.   

http://visores.sigogestion.com/cetinje
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 Identify room for improvement and prioritize needs.  

Almost everything is still to be done in Cetinje regarding the urban water cycle; improve water supply 

system, improve the sewer system and create a Wastewater Treatment Plant, develop a stormwater 

system,...Therefore, the room for improvement is simply huge, because Cetinje can avoid the 

mistakes made by other developed cities. These mistakes are identified in the "SuDS" manuals and 

recommendations. 

MANAGEMENT AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK  

General description of Management and regulatory framework for stormwater and energy. 

Stormwater Management & Regulatory Framework. 

Currently, regulations and management in rainwater and energy efficiency are only locally. 

The most important local regulations related to stormwater management are: 

 Decision on the collection and drainage of stormwater from the city area. 

The atmospheric sewage is prohibited discharge and feed everything that can damage and 

adverse effects on human health, in particular:  

Faeces, acids, alkalis, various salts, gasoline, oil, grease … and other objects that could 

damage the building storm sewers or jeopardize its proper functioning. 

 Decision on drainage and treatment of sewage water from the city area 

 Operational plan for protection against the harmful effects of water in the Capital Cetinje in 

2014. 

The criteria for the declaration of regular and special protection:  

1 Regular protection occurs when the frequency and volume of rainfall can cause 

interference, which could affect the normal conduct of business activities  

2 Extraordinary protection occurs when long-term weather forecast and current 

volume of rainfall, suggesting the possibility of large-scale disasters that can threaten 

the lives of citizens and caused material damage on a larger scale. 

Energy Management & Regulatory Framework.  

The most important local regulations related to energy efficiency are: 

 LOCAL ENERGY PLAN  of Capital Cetinje  

 PLANNING AND TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR CONSTRUCTION 

For the purpose of energy and environmentally sustainable construction should aim to:  

o Reducing heat loss from the building by improving the thermal insulation of external 

elements and a favorable base and the volume of the building  

o Increase heat gain in building a favorable orientation of the building and use of solar 

energy  

o Use of renewable energy in buildings (biomass, solar, wind, etc.). 

 LAW ON ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
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o Rules on minimum energy efficiency of buildings  

o Rules on Certification of energy performance of buildings  

o Regulation on the methodology of the energy audits of buildings  

o Rules of regular energy audits  of Air conditioning and heating system  

o Program on training for energy audits, content requirements for the issue and 

register of authorized persons 

These regulations could fit with a municipal ordinance to improve energy efficiency on stormwater 

management. 

Plans and regulations mentioned should conform to regulatory frameworks established in Europe in 

rainwater and energy efficiency, through various directives, among which we highlight the following: 

 DIRECTIVE 2000/60 / EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 23 

October 2000 establishing a framework for Community action in the field of water policy is 

established. 

 Directive 2007/60 / EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 October 2007 on 

the assessment and management of flood risks. 

 DIRECTIVE 2012/27 / EU OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 25 

October 2012 on energy efficiency, by Directives 2009/125 / EC and 2010/30 / EU amending, 

and laying repealing Directives 2004/8 / EC and 2006/32 / EC. 
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3. LONG TERM VISION AND ROADMAP 
Water demand is continuously increasing throughout the years and, consequently, the energy 

consumption associated to it. In this document, a roadmap is presented to achieve Cetinje long term 

vision for enhancing the responsible use of water in the urban water cycle to maintain a sustainable 

urban development. As explained in the E²STORMED Transition Manual, this long-term vision has 

been elaborated in collaboration with the Regional Working Groups on Energy Efficiency, which 

involve the local and regional stakeholders related with water, energy and urban planning. 

The long term vision decided for stormwater management in Cetinje is: 

 

While it is essential that the different social agents, dealing with water management in Cetinje, 

define and agree the vision they want for their town, this section is to suggest some questions to 

provide guidance and reflection. 

The municipality of Cetinje is planning significant economic investments in the coming years;  

improve water supply system, improve the sewer system and create a Wastewater Treatment Plant, 

develop a stormwater system which provides flood protection,…and also improvement of a large 

number of streets and avenues, such as Bajova, Boulevard of the heroes of Montengro, Obilica, 

among others. Therefore, Cetinje has now a big opportunity to introduce “SuDS” solutions and 

techniques in every new refurbishment of the city, following a predefined “SuDS” plan or Strategic 

Action Plan “SAP”.   

It is very important to keep active the regional working group (water and energy stakeholders) during 

the whole developing of the “SAP”, and to inform citizens about the actions to be developed under it.  

First actions of the “SAP” are related in collecting data which allows to validate the hydraulic models. 

The last actions of the “SAP” should be related to extend the SuDS techniques and solutions to other 

cities in Montenegro. The actions between them are about projects and tenders that transform the 

“SAP” in a real thing. 

European directives on water quality, flood risk and energy efficiency as well as the financial support 

provided Horizon 2020 Programme in collaboration with the European Investment Bank, are 

necessary for the achievement of the actions planned for Cetinje. 

The large current energy consumption in the urban water cycle management in Cetinje is due to 

pumping of water supply. Also, Cetinje is one of the rainiest European cities. Thus, the main objective 

is to use the stormwater to meet the demand for drinking water. Thus improve energy efficiency, 

thus reducing pumping as reducing network losses. 

Here, Old Royal Capital Cetinje, together with many partners from the private sector, finance 

institutions and international and civil society organizations, announced our commitment to 

“A cultural and historical energy efficient destination where water resources are 

managed in a sustainable way, with stormwater collected and reused in order to reduce 

flooding in the area and to have potable water without huge electricity costs.” 
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participate in and contribute to the Sustainable Energy for All Global Energy Efficiency Accelerator 

Platform. The Platform gives countries the opportunity to assess their needs and priorities, in order 

to select those accelerator(s). These national and municipal partners include: Lima (Peru), Leon 

(Mexico), Rio de Janeiro (Brazil), Almaty and Astana (Kazakhstan), Ulan Bator (Mongolia), Cetinje 

(Montenegro), Warsaw (Poland), Timphu City (Bhutan), the Metropolitan Area of Manila 

(Philippines), Jinan City (China)… 

The roadmap presented in this section is a summary of the strategic actions to achieve this long term 

vision. These actions are described in detail in Section 4. These actions are divided in three groups 

depending on its nature:  

 Short term actions (2015-2018). 

 Medium term actions (2015-2025). 

 Long term actions (2015-2040). 
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Action 13: Use of E²stormed decision support tool 

Action 14: Information and awareness campaigns for general public 

Action 15: Information and awareness campaigns in educative centres 

Action 16: Regional Working Groups 

Action 17: Searching of public funding 

 -€ 

25.000 € 

25.000 € 

- € 

2.500.000€ 

Total 2.550.000€ 

 

 

Roadmap to improve energy efficiency in stormwater management in  

Cetinje 

Time 

period 
Action 

Estimated 
budget 
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Action 1: Approval of Strategic Action Plan 

Action 2: Glacial-quaternary material; geotechnical testing 

Action 3: Borovik ravine; water quality and flow measures 

Action 4: “Ponor” cleaning 

Action 5: Determine the design storm for Cetinje 

Action 6: Accurate topography for Cetinje catchments 

Action 7:  Flood mapping for cetinje 

Action 8:  Updating projects for sewer and WWTP. suds project 

Action 9: City planning changes 

2.000 € 

50.000 € 

3.000 € 

30.000 € 

5.000 € 

15.000 € 

40.000 € 

80.000 € 

8.000 € 

Total 233.000 € 
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) Action 10: Sewer and WWTP tender 

Action 11: SuDS tender 

Action 12: Small Power Plant tender  

10 mill € 

41 mill € 

4 mill € 

Total 55 mill € 
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4. SPECIFIC ACTIONS WITHIN THE STRATEGIC ACTION PLAN 

ACTION 1: APPROVAL OF STRATEGIC ACTION PLAN 

Description 

One of the key actions is the approval of this Strategic Action Plan by the municipality, in order to achieve 
the desired vision for a sustainable and energy efficient stormwater management. Therefore, with the 
approval of this plan, the municipality commits to use resources to take into action the activities described 
in this plan.  

As explained in Section 1, this Strategic Action Plan is one of the key steps of the E²STORMED Transition 
Management process. It is the fifth step of the Transition Wheel, naturally following the development of 
the long-term integrated vision.  

     
Strategic Action Plan in the E²STORMED Transition Wheel.      

Objectives and benefits 

 The objective is that the city of Cetinje endorse this Strategic Action Plan, as a reference 
document for managing and organizing the city around the rainwater. 

 The adaptation of the city to the Strategic Action Plan will generate social, environmental and 
economic benefits. 

Required resources 

 This action will be coordinated by the city of Cetinje. 

 A good objective is to have the SAP approved by the city of Cetinje before the end of 2015.  

Estimated budget 2.000 € 

Time period Short-term 
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ACTION 2: GLACIAL-QUATERNARY MATERIAL; GEOTECHNICAL TESTING 

Description 

The Regional Working Group considers this action as a priority.  

Identify and define the main geotechnical and groundwater characteristics of the “temporary” and “hung” 
quaternary aquifer, which rest on the underlying limestone; thickness of the quaternary material in every 
point (estimation of the underlying limestone sub-surface), soil permeability, infiltration capacity, quantity 
and quality of groundwater,…  

 
Geotechnical testing; vertical electrical sounding, roto percussion drilling of the ground,…. 

  Infiltration Test 

Objectives and benefits 

 The aim of the action is increase the knowledge about the quaternary aquifer. After the collection 
of data proposed in this action, we have to be able to define and to run a model of the sub-
surface flow through the aquifer.  

Required resources 

 This action will be coordinated by the city of Cetinje together with the Institute of 
Hydrometeorology and Seismology (IHMS) of Montenegro. 

 Estimated timeframe; 6 months 

Estimated budget 50.000 € 

Time period Short-term 
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ACTION 3: BOROVIK RAVINE; WATER QUALITY AND FLOW MEASURES 

Description 

The Borovik system is very important to satisfy the drinking water demand in Cetinje without huge 

pumping, so it is extremely important to have deep knowledge about how it works. For this purpose, it is 

necessary to know the flow rates of Borovik ravine and put them in relation with rainfall data in order to 

calibrate the hydrologic and hydraulic models of Borovik system.  

Not only flow rates are important, we also need to know the quality of water to know if it is able to fit the 

drinking water regulations.  

 

 

Flow Rate Measure; Triangular Weir.  

Objectives and benefits 

 Calibrate the hydrologic model of the Borovik catchment. 

 Validate the quality of water for drinking water uses. 

Required resources 

 This action will be coordinated by the city of Cetinje. 

 Estimated timeframe; once the flow gauge will be put in place, the monitoring of the flow rates 

should be done continuously.  

Estimated budget 3.000€ flow gauge installation. 1.000€/year monitoring 

Time period Short-term 
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ACTION 4: “PONOR” CLEANING 

Description 

The natural drainage system of cetinje field was through different natural holes and cracks in the karst 
massif which allows to evacuate runoff waters coming from the surrounding hills and also from 
underground karst rivers activated in extreme events. When developing the city several natural holes and 
cracks were blocked by buildings and today only one, the biggest, called “the ponor”, is still free of 
construction. But even "the ponor" is nowadays clogged because the sewer system of the city conveys all 
wastewaters to it without any kind of treatment. Therefore, an urgent sanitary problem needs to solve as 
soon as possible by cleaning “the ponor”.  

Once “the ponor” will be cleaned up, the runoff waters from the city could evacuate through it if they are 
clean enough. Having a “SuDS” drainage system in the city will guarantee that clean waters will arrive to 
“the ponor”.  

Location 

of “the 

Ponor” 

at 

Gruda 

Donje 

Polje 

area, 

surrounded by houses   

Objectives and benefits 

 Cleaning the "ponor" and avoid a sanitary problem with the inhabitants of the neighbourhood. 

 Recover a natural outflow for stormwater in cetinje. 

Required resources 

 Municipality of Cetinje. 

 To do as soon as possible.  

Estimated budget 30.000 € 

Time period Short-term 
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ACTION 5: DETERMINE THE DESIGN STORM FOR CETINJE 

Description 

One of the major problems that have hindered this project was the poor available rainfall data. 

It is considered necessary prior to sizing of hydraulic and environmental solutions, among which are the 
SuDS, conducting a study to define different design storms for return periods T5, T25, T50, T100 and T500. 

Once determined the different design storms and know their different magnitudes, should be established 
design criteria for different drainage infrastructure, among which we must consider SuDS systems. 

 
This is the design storm used in the special pilot case in E

2
Stormed, but it has been obtained with very few data and 

needs to be re-defined with more and better data and after a deeper analysis.    

 

Objectives and benefits 

 Define design storms for Cetinje, for different return periods.  

 The objective is to have more and more accurate rainfall and hydrological information. 

 The projects undertaken related to drainage systems will be more suitable to the existing reality, 
and their costs will be adjusted. 

Required resources 

 To be done by The Institute of Hydrometeorology and Seismology (IHMS) of Montenegro. 

 Estimated timeframe; 6 months 

Estimated budget 5.000 € 

Time period Short-term 
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ACTION 6: ACCURATE TOPOGRAPHY FOR CETINJE CATCHMENTS 

Description 

A better cartography is needed to run the hydrologic and hydraulic models in a proper way. This problem 
is spread throughout Montenegro. The cartography is good in urban scale (within the limits of the city), 
but it is quite poor in the surrounding mountains.  

 
According to 1:25.000 former Yugoslavia cartography, different catchments are obtained, and then used in the 

special pilot case of E
2
Stormed project. Better cartography is needed.  

 

Objectives and benefits 

 To have better cartography to feed or to input the hydrologic and hydraulic models.  

 The projects undertaken related to drainage systems will be more suitable to the existing reality, 
and their costs will be adjusted. 

Required resources 

 This action will be managed and conducted by Uprava za nekretnine Crne Gore (Real estate 
administration of Montenegro). 

 It is estimated that the work of realization of digital terrain model will be 8 months 

Estimated budget 15.000 € 

Time period Short-term 
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ACTION 7: FLOOD MAPPING FOR CETINJE 

Description 

Nowadays the only flood protection information is the one provided by Energoprojekt back in the eighties, 
and it is a reproduction of the flood event of 1986.  

 
Schema of the flood in January 1986. At the South part of the city, the lowest part (GRUDA DONJE POLJE), the level of 

water was several meters above the ground level. Unfortunately, the problem is not quantified and only rough 
estimates have been made about the flows and volumes coming from each source.  

Once we have finished actions 5 and 6, then we can run a hydraulic 2D model to obtain a flood map for 
different return periods. The action 10 (see later) will provide a complete project for drainage and flood 
protection, and the infrastructures defined in the projects will be validated by running the 2D model to 
check the flood protection achieved.  

Objectives and benefits 

 To have a flood map of the city for different return periods. The final flood protection 
infrastructure designs would be validated with the 2D model used for the flood mapping. 

Required resources 

 This action will be managed by Environmental Protection Agency of Montenegro. 

 Estimated timeframe; 10 months 

Estimated budget 40.000 € 

Time period Short-term 

  

 

Schema of the flood in January 1986. At the South part of the city, the lowest part (GRUDA DONJE POLJE), 
the level of water was several meters above the ground level. Several underground karst rivers were 

activated during the extreme event, being the most dangerous the one from monastery cave, also known as 
Cetinska Cave. Three main flows of water goes into GRUDA DONJE POLJE; underground karst rivers, Borovik 
ravine and the city catchment itself (BAJICE and others). In addition to them we can also have a high water 
table due to the hung and temporary quaternary aquifer.  Unfortunately, the problem is not quantified and 

only rough estimates have been made about the flows and volumes coming from each source.  
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ACTION 8: UPDATING PROJECTS FOR SEWER AND WWTP. SUDS PROJECT 

Description 

Today the town of Cetinje has some separated and independent projects for sewage and for stormwater, 
and for a wastewater treatment plant (WWTP). However, these projects should be updated, taking into 
account the proposed new location of the WWTP and incorporating SuDS systems around the city, 
especially all the detention basins designed in E2Stormed project.   

 

 

 
System Borovik; DBB-1 + DBB-2 + DBB-3 + vegetated swale; System Bajice; DBB-4 to DBB-13.  

Objectives and benefits 

 Update of the sewer project and WWTP project. New project for SuDS infrastructures. 

Required resources 

 To do by City of Cetinje through tender process. Estimated timeframe; 12 months.  

Estimated budget 80.000 € 

Time period Short-term 
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ACTION 9: CITY PLANNING CHANGES. 

Description 

The southeast and deepest part of Cetinje, called Gruda Donje Polje, is occupied by family houses from 
one to three stages and small agricultural plots, some unused. The number of buildings is low so that 
there is little population. Urban planning provides for a new urban development in the near future in 
Gruda Donje Polje. 

Urban planning must conform to the actions envisaged in the Strategic Plan, such as, rafts and wastewater 
treatment plant described in the action 8. To this end, urban planning must ensure the availability of land 
without buildings to locate these new uses. 

                                                                                   

Changes to be done in the City Planning in Donje Polje Area  

The city should review the planning, to discuss the current occupation of the areas with higher risk of 
flooding, and to locate the new developments in areas with less or no danger.  

Objectives and benefits 

 The objective is rethink the city model you want to Cetinje, incorporating SuDS systems. 

 Damage on housing will be reduced, especially those currently located in Donje Polje. 

 Modify urban planning in Gruda Donje Polje making room for the detention basins. 

Required resources 

 This action will be coordinated by the city of Cetinje. 

 Estimated timeframe; 1-2 years 

Estimated budget 8.000 € 

Time period Short-term 
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ACTION 10: SEWER AND WWTP TENDER 

Description 

The improvement and refurbishment of the sewer system in the city is on the way, and different parts of 
the network are already under construction; it usually consists in put new underground pipelines for 
sewer, and leave the existing pipelines only for stormwater. 

Currently, Cetinje has no WWTP. In the 
E2Stormed SuDS solutions has been 
taken into account the construction of a 
WWTP in Donje Polje. The location 
(purple in the image) of it has been 
strategically selected considering the 
following criteria and conditions: 

 Distance to the population of 
potential odors and also distance to the 
Grand Hotel for potential odors and 
visual impact. 

 Access by road and availability 
of space for all installations. 

 Topography; the sewer system 
of the city will flow by gravity to the 
WWTP. 

Sewer network and WWTP.  

 

Objectives and benefits 

 A complete and modern sewer system connected to a WWTP is a sanitary requirement. 

Required resources 

 This action will be coordinated by the city of Cetinje. 

 Estimated timeframe; 3-5 years 

Estimated budget 10.000.000 € 

Time period Short-term and medium term 
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ACTION 11: SUDS TENDER. 

Description 

As mentioned in action 11, the sewer system in Cetinje will be separated in the future. The E2Stormed 
project aims to change minds in Cetinje in order to have a stormwater system based on SuDS solutions 
instead of conventional pipelines. SuDS solutions will solve the drainage of the city in both scales, large 
city scale (100-500 years of return period) and short neighbourhood scale (5 years).  

 

 

 

SuDS solutions proposed in E
2
Stormed project in both scales. 

Objectives and benefits 

 Improve water quality of runoff, gain resilience of the system against uncertainty, provide 
ecosystem services and others. 

Required resources 

 This action will be coordinated by the city of Cetinje. 

 Estimated timeframe; 5-10 years. 

Estimated budget 

21mill € (large city scale; system of detention basins) +     + 8 

mill € (short scale at city center) + 12 mill € (short scale at low 

density districts) = 41 mill € 

Time period Medium term 
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ACTION 12: SMALL HYDROPOWER PLANT TENDER 

Description 

A rough study of the viability of a small hydropower plant placed at Dbrsko Selo has been done. The 

capacity of lamination of SuDS within the city of Cetinje, and the level differences between Cetinje and 

Dbrsko Selo can be profited to produce electricity by a small hydropower plant.  

The project is based on building a small gallery, whose length will be 1115m, and inside which it will be 

placed a pipe Ø1200mm. The pipe will continue over the terrain, along its natural profile, until it reach the 

small hydropower plant which will be located 

close to Dobrsko Selo, 300m below the start 

point.  

The HEC-HMS model of the Bajice System 

has been run with the daily rainfall data 

from 01/01/2003 until 31/12/2013, and the 

results are that a flow of 1,5 m3/s can be 

obtained around 4.000 hours per year (3.102 

hours the driest year, 2011, and 5.644 hours 

the rainiest one, 2010). For a flow of 1,5m3/s 

and a level difference of 300m, a Pelton 

Turbine of 3,3 MW has been chosen.  

The initial investment is around 4mill.€ 

(gallery, pipeline, turbine, etc…), and the 

annual expenses is about five percent of this 

value. The annual selling is calculated 

according to the official incentive prices 

electricity from small hydropower plants.  

According to this numbers, a rough investment analysis has been simulated for the period 2003 to 2013: 

 

Objectives and benefits 

 Turn the energy cost of water in Cetinje; from having expenses of 0,7mill€/year, to income them.  

Required resources 

 Estimated timeframe; after the SuDS construction, 10-12 years 

Estimated budget 4 mill.€ (250.000 €/year maintenance) 

Time period Medium term 

  

Year Initial investment 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Expenses 4.000.000 250.000 250.000 250.000 250.000 250.000 250.000 250.000 250.000 250.000 250.000 250.000

Income 882.399 1.021.854 1.067.521 1.095.510 983.553 1.059.419 794.012 938.710 761.603 877.980 806.153

Cash flow -4.000.000 632.399 771.854 817.521 845.510 733.553 809.419 544.012 688.710 511.603 627.980 556.153

12% 13% 196.310Internal rate of returnEconomic Discount Rate for Montenegro Net Present Value
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ACTION 13: USE OF E²STORMED DECISION SUPPORT TOOL 

Description 

The E²STORMED Decision Support Tool (DST) quantifies the economic costs, savings, energy consumptions 

and carbon emissions of different drainage scenarios and they are included in a multi-criteria analysis. The 

following benefits and costs of each scenario are estimated:  

 Costs, energy consumption and CO2 emissions during construction and maintenance. 

 Rainwater reuse benefits and energy savings thanks to rainwater harvesting systems.  

 Flood protection benefits of the drainage infrastructure.  

 Advantages produced by ecosystem services. 

These results are used to develop decision criteria based on energy efficiency, economic costs and water 

management principles. They can be complemented with social and environmental criteria to support the 

decision-making process. These criteria are used to choose between different drainage scenarios. Regional 

and local entities can use the E²STORMED DST to support stormwater management and to justify the 

construction of new infrastructures. With this tool, the decision making process for stormwater 

management is more public, transparent and objective. Furthermore, it includes energy efficiency and 

environmental criteria in this process.  

In the E²STORMED Transition Framework, 

transition experiments (step 6) consisted 

mainly on the application of DST to local 

sites. The DST has been used to compare 

and to evaluate different scenarios of 

conventional drainage solutions and SuDS 

in both, developed and undeveloped parts 

in Cetinje. 

Structure of the E
2
STORMED Decision Support 

Tool. 

Objectives and benefits 

 Use the DST in the SuDS project. Use DST in other cities in Montenegro.  

Required resources 

 Estimated timeframe; When SuDS project and in every other drainage project 

Estimated budget - € 

Time period Long term 
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ACTION 14: INFORMATION AND AWARENESS CAMPAIGNS FOR GENERAL 

PUBLIC 

Description 

Stormwater pollution from residential, industrial, commercial and agricultural areas is the result of many 

actions at various locations within the catchment. People are often unaware that their activities can 

impact on stormwater. Once they are aware and have learnt simple solutions to reduce or avoid causing 

stormwater pollution and floods, changes to their behaviour are more likely. Stormwater education 

programs and awareness campaigns have been shown to have many benefits over ‘engineering’ solutions, 

including favourable cost-benefit comparisons. Effective community education projects: 

 Involve stakeholders and learners in decisions about the planning, management, content, style 
and delivery of the project. 

 Create a supportive environment for influencing behaviour. 

 Educate and create awareness for stormwater management. 

 Support and strengthen existing community networks and help create new ones. 

 Motivate and encourage ownership. 

 Provide opportunities for examining beliefs and values. 

 Identify and promote positive actions rather than discourage undesirable ones. 

 Are relevant, accessible and affordable, recognising the differing circumstances and constraints in 
a community. 

 Respond to the diverse needs of the community. 

Other options are programs and campaigns focused on reducing water and energy consumptions at home 

or on reducing pollution of wastewater.  In these campaigns, dissemination material (flyers, pens, books, 

etc.) can be very useful to reach the population. Also, these campaigns can be reinforced with 

communication actions in local media (newspapers, local TV, etc.). Furthermore, developing a website for 

the campaign (or creating a section in the municipality website) can be very appropriate to support the 

campaign. 

Objectives and benefits 

 The objective is to keep people informed of the benefits that are obtained by the implementation 
of SuDS solutions in the town of Cetinje. The results will be announced and published for citizens 
to acquire awareness of the benefits generated by SuDS solutions. 

Required resources 

 This action will be coordinated by the city of Cetinje. The scope of the results could be extended 
statewide. These works will be applied from the beginning of the period to the end, that is, have a 
long implementation period (25 years). The campaigns will be quinquennial. 

Estimated budget 25.000 € (5.000 € / 5 years) 

Time period Long term 
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ACTION 15: INFORMATION AND AWARENESS CAMPAIGNS IN EDUCATIVE CENTRES 

Description 

Classroom education plays an integral role in effective awareness campaigns. Providing stormwater 

education through schools conveys the message not only to students but to their parents. These lessons 

need not be elaborate or expensive to be effective. 

Municipalities should work with school officials to identify their needs.  For example, if the schools 

request stormwater outreach materials, municipalities can provide a range of educational aids, from 

simple photocopied hand-outs, overheads, posters and slide shows, to more costly and elaborate working 

models and displays.  

Building a strong relationship with the school district is the most important step in getting stormwater 

education into the schools.  One of the first questions to ask is what, if any, stormwater education 

programs have the schools implemented or would like to see implemented if they had the resources to do 

so. When developing an outreach message for children, choose the age-ranges to target. 

Objectives and benefits 

 The objective is to educate children and youth in these matters, explaining future benefits. 

 Future generations will use SuDS solutions and improve their efficiency. 

Required resources 

 This action will be coordinated by the city of Cetinje. 

 The scope of the results could be extended statewide. 

 These works will be applied from the beginning of the period to the end, that is, have a long 

implementation period (25 years). Campaigns in schools are annual. 

Estimated budget 25.000 € (1.000 €/year) 

Time period Long term 
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ACTION 16: REGIONAL WORKING GROUPS  

Description 

In the frame of E²STORMED, each pilot partner has identified and engaged relevant regional and local 

stakeholders related with urban water and energy management to support the transition process. The 

main tasks of these groups during the project have been: 

 Compile data required for the Pilot Cities to contribute to the development of the Decision 

Support Tool (DST) adjusted to Mediterranean cities.  

 Evaluate and comment on the application of the DST in an urban area in the Pilot City, as well as 

the proposed Strategic Action Plan and the E²STORMED Transition Manual. 

 Assist in “steering” the E2STORMED Transition Management Wheel. 

 Communicate and disseminate within their entities and to other stakeholders the conclusions of 

this project. 

After this project, these groups are still very valuable to ensure the participation of the main stakeholders 

and to promote a more sustainable stormwater 

management at the regional and national levels.  

In order to sustain the meetings of these Regional Working 

Groups after the end of E²STORMED, municipalities and 

the rest of the stakeholders will have to find ways for the 

activities to be funded, and agree on how costs and 

benefits are going to be shared. In conclusion, the 

continuity of these groups is envisaged to be very useful to 

continue promoting sustainable policies and actions on 

urban water management.  

Stakeholders interdisciplinary of regional working groups. Adapted from (Jefferies and Alison, 2011). 

Objectives and benefits 

 The objective is to evaluate results by regional working group, scheduling regular meetings 
relationship. 

 Allow the correction of those actions whose results deviate from the targets. 

Required resources 

 This action will be coordinated by the city of Cetinje. 

 These works will be applied from the beginning of the period to the end, that is, have a long 

implementation period (25 years). 

Estimated budget - € 

Time period Long term 
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ACTION 17: SEARCHING OF PUBLIC FUNDING 

Description 

Definition and participation in future projects focused on energy efficiency and water management in 

order to continue the E²STORMED transition process.  

In this sense, funding support from European, National or Regional programs can be identified for 

improving water cycle infrastructures and promoting sustainable drainage systems, energy efficiency and 

renewable energies. Hence, each municipality should look for funding in their regulation and economic 

framework. 

In addition, research programs for pilot/demonstrative/innovative activities at the European and 

national/regional levels can be very useful to construct and monitor pilot Sustainable Drainage Systems 

and to promote energy efficient urban water management. Some example of research and capitalization 

programs at the European level are: 

 Horizon 2020: http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/what-horizon-2020 

 Life+ Programme: http://ec.europa.eu/environment/life/funding/lifeplus.htm 

 MED Programme: http://www.programmemed.eu/en 

 SEE Programme: http://www.southeast-europe.net/hu/ 

 Water JPI: http://www.waterjpi.eu/ 

 Climate KIC: http://www.climate-kic.org/ 

Furthermore, this identification can be complemented providing easily accessible information about these 

funding options to local and regional entities and private companies related with water and energy 

management. 

Objectives and benefits 

 The objective is to join and be part of different European projects about energy efficiency and 
water management.  

Required resources 

 City of Cetinje in cooperation with the state administration (ministry of foreign affairs). 

 Keep the area or department of European Integration at the municipality (25 years). 

Estimated budget 2.500.000€ (100.000 €/year) 

Time period Long term 
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5. STRATEGY MONITORING AND EVALUATION 
The development of the Strategic Action Plan will be evaluated once a year in meetings with the 

participation of local and regional stakeholders. In this evaluation, the progress towards the long 

term vision and the targets will be reviewed and a document will be elaborated to describe this 

progress.  

Plan monitoring involves collection and analysis of data and information to assist timely decision-

making, ensure accountability and provide the basis for assessing progress towards achievement of 

objectives and targets (City of Boroondara, 2014). It will help identify if adjustments need to be made 

to strategies, resourcing, and program design. Resources need to be committed for monitoring so 

that it becomes an integral part of the program and project cycle. 

In order to evaluate this process, different monitoring indicators have been defined to evaluate the 

effectiveness of the Strategic Action Plan and the progress towards the long term vision. They are 

presented in the in the following table, and should be reviewed to analyse the degree of 

achievement of each indicator.  

 

Monitoring Indicator 
Target 

value 
Achieved 

Indicator 1: % of the city with new SUDS 100  

Indicator 2: % water consumption detention basin  100  

Indicator 3: Number of campaigns for general public 5  

Indicator 4: Number of campaigns in educative centres 25  

Indicator 5: Number of meetings of regional working group 25  

Indicator 6: % of public funds for investment needed 100  
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